DLASK SIG P228 BLUEPRINTS

These blueprints are for "Dlask" style cast steel, even though the blueprint states aluminum.

Please note that there are some hand drafted additions or modifications to my copies.

Page 2 of 10 Section K (cross section though lower grip panel screw boss), when compared to page 8 of 9 (detailed view K-K), the thread dimensions differ, real Sig would be M4 x 0.7. The parts kit from Dlask provides something near a M3 type thread.

Page 7 of 10, right most diagram rail dimensions seem to added.

Page 10 of 10, The magwell diagram (left diagram) has 4 ribs drafted in. These ribs serve to prevent the use of any Sig, Mecgar or other Hi-Cap mags. Removing them will allow the use of Pre-ban, Hi-Cap mags (as long as it is legal in your jurisdiction).
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